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n the past couple of weeks, we have informed you of the revisions
that the school is conducting, to make our Virtual Online Learning
and Teaching (VOLT) program even more manageable for our students, parents, and even teachers. We have now come up with a
new schedule that allows for a more balanced mix of synchronous and
guided learning.
These new schedules shall be sent by the Homeroom Advisers through
email, and will be implemented starting Monday, October 4.
Like in the previous weeks, there will be synchronous classes where the
students are meeting with their subject teachers and participating in discussions. However, instead of having just one day (Wednesdays) for all the
guided learning periods, we will be going back to having synchronous classes in the morning and guided learning sessions in the afternoon. In addition
to this shift, there will now be 60-minute periods for ECED and Grade School
classes.
Why the change in GL schedule?
It has been a concern of many parents and students alike that having
whole days of synchronous classes (usually until 3:10 PM or 4:10 PM) has
been especially taxing for students.
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To make sure that the students are keeping their mental and physical health on check, we
will now be cutting the synchronous periods to half-day periods only. Then, the guided learning
periods will be distributed in the afternoons.
Why the 60-minute periods in ECED and Grade School classes?
The 60-minute period in ECED and Grade School allows for teachers to enrich instruction with
adequate teacher-guided and supervised activities as well as balancing instruction with wellbeing activities that encourage students to achieve more. The 60-minute periods shall allow students to do tasks within the period under the supervision of the teacher so as to lessen (or avoid)
academic work outside of class time.
A holistic and well-balanced hour is guaranteed because it will include:
• Mindfulness Exercises at the start;
• Hooking Activities to generate interest of the students
• Actual Instruction that facilitates explicit teaching of concepts which will be done within a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 25 mins.
• Mindfulness Practices in the middle of class
• Collaborative and Interactive Activities that deepen the understanding of the students
about the concepts and or give students an opportunity to demonstrate skill
• Reflection activities that allow students to make meaning out of the concepts and skills
learned
• Screen Break before the next class begins

The 60-minute period hopes to encourage students to perform at high levels with the help of
their teachers who design quality class instruction and activities as well as provide consistent guidance and feedback.
This revised schedule has been carefully and strategically designed to make sure that students, teachers, and parents can have a more manageable schedule without sacrificing the
quality of learning that the school aims to maintain. Moreover, this scheme hopes to make sure
that the task of teaching is facilitated by teachers and not simply passed-on to students and parents which may happen with a drastic decrease in time spent for synchronous learning.

Thank you all for your patience, thus far. Let us always remember,
with effective collaboration between the school and the home,
#wecanachievedespitecovid19!
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NAVARRO SWEEPS
MULTIPLE MATHS FEATS

S

ixth Grader Paul Vincent Leandrei Navarro continuously showed undeniable wit and grit after bagging three new awards from international Maths
competitions.

Congratulations, Leandrei, for these amazing recognitions:
Mathematics Without Borders (MWB) Final 2021
2nd Place Champion Award

World Math Fusion Olympiad (WMO) held last May 2 2021
Bronze

2021 International Mathematics Competition-Singapore
Silver

PLATA BAGS IVMO BRONZE

T

hird Grader Sean Raffaele D. Plata came out victorious in the First International Vedic Mathematics Olympiad (IVMO). Plata reaped a bronze
medal, contributing to the Philippine delegation
under the Primary Level.

The test was taken online last September 11 and the results were released last Wednesday, September 29.
Congratulations, Sean! You have once again brought
honor to our school and our country.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfasR4f6Q8ONOhF3QaHmQU38rXRkGF8x87BTcIAf1Y_3e8KQ/viewform

nline Workshop
To continuously ignite the burning passion for
leadership of the Valiant Knights, the Student Council
will organize an Online Workshop on Leadership
(O.W.L) on Friday, October 8.
The members of the Student Council, the Level
Representatives, the Class Council Officers, and
InTouch staffers are invited to attend the said event.
Different team building activities will be done in order
to promote harmonious relationship among the officers and to develop their camaraderie.
The activities fill focus on developing the inherent
leadership potentials of our students, that will be facilitated by the SSIS teachers and an invited speaker.
Please make
sure to prepare writing materials and
make sure to wear
PE uniform on that
day.

See you there,
student leaders!

Statements of Account (SOA) for
those under PLAN B matriculation had
been sent by the Accounting Office
through email.
To avoid late payment charges,
please settle the bill on or before
Tuesday, October 5. Please do not
forget to send a screen shot or a
scanned copy of the Deposit Slip or
Proof of Payment to accounting_ssisbatangas@stonyhurst.edu.ph or to
infobatangas@stonyhurst.edu.ph.

For those who made online
payments through bank transfers but
had not sent proofs of payment to
the school, please do send these to
the email addresses mentioned
above.
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here is a wonderful quote from Sir Isaac Newton that goes, “If I have seen further than others, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.” What an extraordinarily fitting quote this
is to talk about the role of teachers in education. While it is a statement that clearly talks
about looking forward into the future and contributing to it (seen further than others), it is
also paying tribute to those who tried and paved the way before him (standing upon the shoulders of giants). The predecessors, so to speak. To us here in Stonyhurst Southville International
School - Batangas, these giants whose shoulders we use to see and move forward, are our
teachers.
On October 5, we take part in the international celebration of World Teachers’ Day. This
day, among other days, is when the services of teachers and their contributions to education
are acknowledged and their role and importance to the development of students and society
are appreciated. With the theme “On the Shoulder of Giants”, we will be recognizing the people
who have been in the forefront of the many shifts and challenges in our educational paradigm.
May we send our words of gratitude and appreciation to them on this day. May they feel
the same love that they give daily, as the heart of education recovery.

Another MUFTI Day is on the horizon and this
time around, it is not only for celebration but also
for appreciation!
In line with the school’s commemoration of
the World Teachers’ Day on October 5, you are
all encouraged to wear any kind of hat to your
virtual classes on the said day.
May this simple activity be symbolic in honoring the drivers of our VOLT classes, our dear
teachers.

Parents and Guardians of Valiant Knights,
in case you will need any technical assistance
regarding VOLT, contact us at:
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HOTLINE:
09175200237

OR SEND AN EMAIL TO:
SSIS– Batangas MIS:
ssisbmis@southville.edu.ph
ssisbsupportteam@southville.edu.ph
Mr. Aloysius Evangelista:
aloysius_evangelista@southville.edu.ph
Mr. Reymart Lopez :
reymart_lopez@southville.edu.ph
YOU MAY ALSO HAVE A LIVE CHAT WITH
THE SCHOOL’S SUPPORT TEAM.
JUST FOLLOW THESE STEPS:
1. Go to the SSIS-Batangas Website.
2. Click on the Chat Icon.
3. Enter your SGEN Email Account
4. Explain the technology help that you need.
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Joy springs from a grateful heart! As we

bid goodbye to the first month of our virtual
classes, may our hearts be filled with appreciation for all the learning experiences that
it brought to us! Despite the challenges that
we are experiencing, our togetherness keeps
us inspired and grounded.
For more inspiration, here is the story of
this week’s featured Valiant Knight, William

T

Konstantin P. Alhino from the Second Grade!
he past two years have brought about drastic changes to most, if not all of us.
Every day was lived in duress, in endurance, and in the hope of healing. But
time and again, we strive to see the silver lining - and for William, that was
through VOLT, and the collaborative bonds that persisted. Ultimately, we are

grateful for the sense of discipline, respect for house rules, and the heightened impulse
control that this endeavor has gifted him.
Even more than the academics, VOLT has highlighted for him the value of resilience, of persevering despite the unexpected, and coping with a proactive mindset
and an insightful, understanding heart.
Thank you for inspiring us all, William! We hope that you keep this positive spirit.
Do you want to be the next person featured? Just send your stories and photos to
anthonyc@southville.edu.ph or to nerish_uri@southville.edu.ph.

We look forward to hearing from you!
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here’s no doubt that we live in a digital world and as our children become more and more tech savvy in this digital age. It’s
important that parents maintain a vigilant sense of security when
it comes to our children’s online presence. While having the ability to be instantaneously connected to the world around you and to
share your experiences at your fingertips has several benefits, it also
opens up a whole new world of risks. From predators to cyberbullies, a
child’s misuse of a social network can have serious consequences.

T

If your child is asking to use, or is already using social media, check
out these tips for keeping them safe on social media:

Educate yourself about social media. Do you remember when the only
big social media sites were Facebook and Myspace? That’s not the case
anymore. As a parent, it’s important to familiarize yourself with what sites
are out there and which are appropriate for your child.
Establish an age limit for your child to start using social media. While
you’re familiarizing yourself with what social media sites are out there, you
should take a look at what the required minimum age is for each site.

Make sure they’re not posting personal details, including phone
numbers, address, or check-ins. Social media has become such a normal part of people’s lives that it’s not uncommon for people to share information about themselves that shouldn’t be shared.

Don’t allow them to post photos or videos which jeopardize their
safety or character. While most people post pictures and videos with

“

the best intentions, it’s easy for things to be taken the wrong way or out
of context and when everyone is online, the wrong message can have
long-lasting consequences.
Keep an open dialogue with your child. You can’t monitor your child’s
social media activity 24/7, so maintaining a strong line of communication
is important to understand what’s going on with your child online. Ask
them to inform you whenever they receive messages or invites from
strangers. Talk to them about the consequences of misusing social media.

Anthony Paul M. Calado

Source: https://www.pinegrovedaycamp.com/prospective-families/what-our-families-say/10-tips-keep-kids-safe-social-media/
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Only those who will risk going too

Every day do something that will

far can possibly find out how far

inch you closer to be a

one can go.

better tomorrow.

- T.S. Eliot
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- Anonymous

Greatness requires
internal toughness.

REPLY SLIPS ARE NOW ONLINE!
To show that you have already received and read this
SP Bulletin issue, simply scan the QR code to the right or
click on the link below. That will lead you to a Google Form
that you will need to fill-out. Thank you!
LINK: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQLSeDboK5PpjgLN1Z8vtbOLxQ9OyEzHaycXdto637V8PJGP9Zng/viewform

”

- Anonymous

